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Abstract— A fuzzy neural network (FNN) and multiple linear
regression (MLR) were used to predict biological activities of 26
newly designed HIV-1 protease potential inhibitory compounds.
Molecular descriptors of 151 known inhibitors were used to train
and test the FNN and to develop MLR models. The predictive
ability of these two models was investigated and compared. We
found the predictive ability of the FNN to be generally superior to
that of MLR. The fuzzy IF/THEN rules were extracted from the
trained network. These rules map chemical structure descriptors
to predicted inhibitory values. The obtained rules can be used
to analyze the influence of descriptors. Our results indicate that
FNN and fuzzy IF/THEN rules are powerful modeling tools for
QSAR studies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The possibility of relating some significant aspects of
molecular structures to any particular behavior of a selected
class of chemical compounds offers a significant challenge
in many fields of research such as the prediction of physicochemical properties, chemical reactivity, or biological activity
of molecules. In the case of predicting physical properties, we
speak of Quantitative Structure-Property Relationship (QSPR).
When predicting the biological activity of chemical compounds, we speak of Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR).
Neural models have been used to predict properties of
chemical compounds such as inhibition of HIV-1 reverse transcriptase [1], lipophilicity and aqueous solubility [2], intestinal
absorption [3], and site of protease cleavage [4]. Several
neural architectures were successful for such tasks; among
these are backpropagation [1], [5], [6], associative neural
networks [2], probabilistic neural networks [7], generalized
regression neural networks [8], radial basis function networks
[4], [8], cascade correlation [9], neural networks trained via
evolutionary algorithms [10], fuzzy ARTMAP [11]–[13], and
support vector machines [14].
A major problem in QSPR/QSAR modeling is represented
by the need to find a set of complete and relevant molecular descriptors. A good structure representation should have different
code for each 3D structure (uniqueness) and the same number
of variables for all structures. It should also be reversible,
translational and rotational invariant. Fulfilling all these requirements is a difficult task which has not yet been solved
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satisfactorily [15], [16]. Choosing a molecular representation
for efficient computer handling is often time-consuming since
there are so many kinds of molecular descriptors. DRAGON,
for example, provides more than 1,600 molecular descriptors
[17].
In QSPR/QSAR neural networks modeling, two different
methods have been proposed for the definition of descriptors
[9], [18]: i) using known physico-chemical properties; and ii)
using topological indices, which code specific morphological
properties of the molecular graph.
The general approach for the application of neural networks
to QSPR/QSAR is to represent the molecule by a vector of
features which may be both topological indices and physicochemical properties. The problem with this representation is
that it may give only a partial description of the molecular
structure, making it non-reversible. The number of vector
features may be very large and many of them may be intercorrelated or redundant.
Another option is to process directly the chemical graph
structures. This approach was followed by Bianucci et al. [9],
[18], [19]. It is worth noting that their molecular representation
is not for all possible chemical structures. A major problem
for graph representations is the computational complexity
of comparing two labeled graphs [20] (i.e., two chemical
structures). Non-standard similarity measures have to be used
[21].
The numerical encoding of chemical structures must be
devised by experts. However, once done, the information can
be stored in a database which can then be used easily by
individuals possessing less expertise. There are several of
these databases accessible on-line [22]. We have employed
the mol2 molecular file format. This format is based on
a vector of topological indices. It is a unique, reversible,
and general representation. These data can be fed easily
into existent computational chemistry tools and into machine
learning algorithms.
Our primary goal is to investigate the use of a feedforward neuro-fuzzy model for biological activity (IC50 )
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TABLE I
M OLECULAR DESCRIPTORS

prediction1 . The integration of neural and fuzzy systems leads
to a symbolic relationship in which fuzzy systems provide
a powerful framework for expert knowledge representation,
while neural networks provide learning capabilities. Actually,
there is some equivalence between fuzzy rule-based systems
and neural networks [23]. Besides the flexibility to deal with
noisy and incomplete data, many of these neural models have
the capability to easily expose the learned knowledge in the
form of fuzzy IF/THEN rules. The final goal would be to
explain to a drug designer, in a human-comprehensible form,
how the network arrives at a particular decision, and to provide
him/her with insight into the influence of the input features on
the predicted target. Few authors have addressed this problem
in computational chemistry. Neagu et al. [24], [25] have
used a FNN, trained by backpropagation, to extract fuzzy
IF/THEN rules for toxicity prediction of organic compounds.
Other neuro-fuzzy systems with rule extraction capability were
employed in computational chemistry by Loukas [26], and by
Cundari and Russo [27].
In Section II we describe the importance of predicting HIV1 protease inhibitors and their biological affinity. Section III
describes the chemical descriptors and data we have used, in
the framework of SYBYL2 software. In Section IV we refer
to the FNN employed. Section V presents the results we have
obtained in MLR and FNN prediction, and in rule extraction.
Section VI concludes with closing remarks.
II. IC50 P REDICTION OF HIV-1 P ROTEASE I NHIBITORS
Many debilitating disease states, such as HIV/AIDS,
Alzheimer’s, some cancers, and malaria, are caused by misfunction of endogenous enzymes, or invasion by foreign
enzymes [28]–[31]. The current clinical approach for the
therapy of HIV/AIDS utilizes the co-administration of two
reverse transcriptase inhibitors with one protease inhibitor
(usually referred to as combination therapy). Combination
therapy reduces viremia to very low levels; however, in 3050% of patients, antiviral therapy is ineffective due to resistance development. Furthermore, in many patients, side effects
associated with these drugs pose serious problems. Due to
current drug resistance and toxicity, there is an urgent need
for the development of more efficient drugs with different
resistance profiles, decreased toxicity and more than one type
of inhibitory action.
An essential component of the drug discovery process is
computer aided drug design, which results in the prediction of
lead chemical compounds3 . Using molecular modeling, neurofuzzy techniques, and mathematical and statistical programs,
de novo structures with steric and chemical complementarity
to an enzyme active site are generated [32]–[34]. As a result,
the otherwise lengthy drug design, synthesis, and evaluation
process is shortened and the efficiency of drug discovery is
1 The IC
50 value represents the concentration of inhibitors that is required
to reduce enzyme activity by 50%.
2 http://www.tripos.com/
3 The lead is a prototype compound that has some desirable property that
is likely to be therapeutically useful.

no.

Descriptor

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
D18
D19
D20
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25
D26
D27
D28
D29
D30

Total Number of Atoms
Number of Bromine Atoms
Number of Carbon Atoms
Number of Chlorine Atoms
Number of Fluorine Atoms
Number of Hydrogen Atoms
Number of Nitrogen Atoms
Number of Oxygen Atoms
Number of Sulfur Atoms
Molecular Volume
Index of Hydrogen Deficiency
Total Number of Bonds
Number of Single Bonds
Number of Double Bonds
Number of Triple Bonds
Number of Aromatic Rings
Number of Amide Bonds
Molecular Weight
Total Charge
Bond Stretching Energy
Angle Bending Energy
Torsional Energy
Out of Plane Bending Energy
One to Four Van Der Waals Energy
Van Der Waals Energy
One to Four Electrostatic Energy
Electrostatic Energy
Van Der Waals Electrostatic Pairs
One to Four Van Der Waals Electrostatic Pairs
Scaled Van Der Waals Electrostatic Pairs

improved. Thus, new methods for designing enzyme inhibitors,
and for predicting their properties, are expected to have great
value in drug discovery.
III. DATA D ESCRIPTION
Molecular descriptors were extracted from chemical structures using logical methodology and mathematical procedures.
Data files (mol2 and txt) were created using molecular
modeling software SYBYL. We designed a software to extract 30 molecular descriptors representing HIV-1 protease
inhibitors. The molecular descriptors used in this study are
shown in Table I.
Selection of molecular descriptors was determined by contribution to molecular entity. The summation of atoms and
bonds (D1 and D12) along with the number of each type of
atom (D2-D9), bond (D13-D15), and functional group (D16
and D17) provided atomic descriptors for each inhibitory
structure. It has been shown that there is a correlation between
molecular weight and biological affinity of inhibitory compounds [35]–[38]. Thus, molecular weights (D18) were also
included. Index of Hydrogen Deficiency (D11) was incorporated to describe the degrees of unsaturation for each molecule.
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Molecular volume (D10) was calculated to represent the
overall three-dimensional spaces that molecules occupy. Total
charge (D19), molecular energy descriptors (D20-D27), and
summations of molecular interactions (D28-D30) established
the conformational molecular relationships for each inhibitory
structure.
For each descriptor, the minimum value and maximum value
of all molecules, (training/test molecules and novel inhibitors)
were determined. These values were used to calculate the
normalized value according to the formula:
(descriptor − min)/(max − min)
Since all molecules in our datasets were used to determine
the minimum and maximum values, no descriptor value fell
outside the range [0, 1].
We used a data set of 151 molecules with known IC50
values for training/validation, and a set of 26 newly designed compounds, which have not yet been synthesized,
for prediction. The molecules with known IC50 values were
previously synthesized, and their actual biological activities
were determined in the laboratory [39]–[42]. The novel compounds were designed using statistically significant chemical
and biological data. The basic structural features of these
compounds are identical to training/testing molecules, while
substituents (R groups) were determined from the most reoccurring substituents of molecules with low IC50 and high
therapeutic index (TI) values4 . The newly designed compounds
were docked inside HIV-1 protease. Substituents of novel
compounds bind into the same pockets within the active site
of the protease as the substituents of the training/validation
molecules.
IV. T HE F UZZY N EURAL N ETWORK M ODEL
The FNN was implemented according to the Min-Max
Fuzzy Inference Network (MMFIN) described in [43]. It has
a feed-forward architecture, consisting of three layers. Each
layer has, respectively, the following types of fuzzy neurons:
Transit, Minimum, and Maximum Neurons. Since we predict
only one target (the IC50 value), we have used a single output
node (a Maximum Neuron). At each iteration of the learning
phase, the error d − y (d is the target value and y is the actual
output value of the network) is compared to E (the output error
tolerance — a parameter of the training process). According to
the result of this comparison, the fuzzy membership functions
and the number of hidden nodes (the Minimum Neurons) are
adjusted. The network architecture was adapted automatically
during the learning procedure. The number of hidden nodes
and the generalization degree of the network were controlled
by E.
The error d − y treats all errors of the same magnitude difference equally, regardless of the magnitude of the individual
value being predicted. For example, 2 − 1 and 1001 − 1000
are equal from this point of view. In the case of predicting
4 The

TI is the ratio of the concentration of a compound that gives
undesirable effects to that which gives desirable effects.

IC50 values, 2−1 possesses greater chemical significance than
1001 − 1000. This is because within the range of [0,. . . , 100],
small differences are chemically more important than larger
differences in the [100,. . . , 10000] range. For this reason, we
replaced the d−y error with the symmetric relative error (sRE)
(d − y)/(d + y) in the MMFIN learning algorithm from [43].
Note that all d and y are positive in our FNN.
Each hidden node corresponds to a learned prototype as well
as to a fuzzy IF/THEN rule. This rule is easy to extract at the
end of the learning phase. The MMFIN can learn quickly,
in supervised mode, with all outputs of the training patterns
within the error tolerance limits.
V. R ESULTS
A. Prediction
Several statistics can be used to compare the prediction
accuracy [44]. A commonly used measure is the RMSE (Root
Mean Squared Error). A relative error seems to be also appropriate, considering the observation in Section IV. According
to [45], the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is
a relative measure that incorporates the best characteristics
among the various accuracy criteria. We used the Symmetric
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (sMAPE) [44]:
X
200/K ∗
|d − y|/(d + y),
where K is the number of training samples.
We also used r, the Pearson product-moment coefficient of
correlation [46]. For an accurate prediction, one would expect
r as close to 1 as possible.
1) MLR Prediction: One of the most familiar standard
approaches to QSAR is based on MLR. However, this approach can capture only linear relationships between molecular characteristics and structural or functional features to
be predicted. Generally, IC50 values violate multiple linear
regression assumptions and better results are obtained when
using a logarithmic transformation [47]. In our study, the
reported IC50 values range from 0.1 to 10000. We measured
the biological activity by log(1+IC50 ) in order to obtain only
positive values.
In MLR if the p-value5 of a coefficient is less than the
chosen-level, there is evidence of a significant relationship
between independent and dependent variables. In our study,
the independent variables are molecular descriptors and the
dependent variables are the actual IC50 values. Molecular
descriptors consisting of the highest p-values were eliminated,
one at a time, from the regression model. The result of this
process is the optimal MLR model at a 95% confidence
interval. We used the data obtained from ”leave-one-out”
cross-validation (CV) to compute the RMSE, sMAPE, and
Pearson’s statistics.
5 The p-value measures consistency by calculating the probability of observing the results from the data sample, assuming the null hypothesis is true.
The commonly used level is 0.05.
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TABLE II
IC50

PREDICTION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS USING CROSS - VALIDATION

RMSE
sMAPE
r

MLR

sMAPE-FNN

2120.2
81.9
0.62

1245.7
91.1
0.76

2) FNN Prediction: We found that for FNN, better results
were obtained when using the actual IC50 data, and not
the corresponding log values. This is in accordance with
the known capability of neural networks to recognize highly
nonlinear relationships. It is an interesting observation, since
other authors have used log values when comparing MLR and
neural network prediction of IC50 values [48].
We used the FNN to generate an optimized prediction
architecture called sMAPE-FNN. The optimal value for parameter E (E = 0.85999995) was obtained by minimizing
the sMAPE, according to CV. Note that we have replaced the
d − y error in the MMFIN learning algorithm from [43] with
sRE.
3) Comparison and Discussion: We have computed the
RMSE, sMAPE, and r statistics for the MLR and sMAPEFNN models, for all 151 molecules with known IC50 values,
using CV. The results are shown in Table II.
From a theoretical point of view no single prediction method
can be designated as the ”best”. The ”best” model will have
to be related to the purpose of predicting — its value for
improving decision making and the needs of the person using
the prediction [45]. Comparing different prediction models is
a difficult problem [47] and we must judge the appropriateness
of whichever measure we use by how effectively it provides
information about future predictions.
Our results indicate that sMAPE-FNN outperforms MLR
from the point of view of the RMSE and r statistics. The
MLR sMAPE value is better than for the sMAPE-FNN. In
order to make the two prediction models comparable, we have
computed statistics on the predicted IC50 values, and not on
their log transform.
The CV results for MLR and sMAPE-FNN predictions are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. The predictions from sMAPE-FNN,
especially in the lower range of IC50 values, are better than the
MLR predictions. This is important from the point of view of
medicinal chemists for the reason explained above. Another
good aspect of sMAPE-FNN prediction is that, in case of
a prediction error, it has a tendency to overpredict. This is
important considering the high cost of synthesis and biological
testing of newly designed molecules; a more ”conservative”
prediction is better.
The greater flexibility of the FNN to recognize nonlinear
relationships is at the same time a curse: the prediction is
more dependent on the individual observations, which adds
random variability and can lead to worse predictions [47]. This
can be seen in the lower range of the predicted IC50 values
(Figure 2), where some visible outliers appear. This explains
why the sMAPE value for the FNN is worse than for the MLR

prediction: the sMAPE statistic is sensitive to outliers in the
lower range of values.
We tried to use the sMAPE-FNN model with log(1 + IC50 )
values. The obtained statistics (RMSE = 2057.8, sMAPE =
111.5, and r = 0.34) are inferior to the ones obtained when
using the actual IC50 values.
We have also predicted IC50 values for the 26 newly
designed compounds. The results and chemical structures are
shown in Table III. Based on these predictions, we have
initiated synthesis on the most promising molecules.
B. Rule extraction
We have generated 10 fuzzy IF/THEN rules from the
corresponding 10 hidden nodes of the trained FNN using a
reduced set of descriptors. We illustrate with the following
extracted rule:
IF:
Total Number of Atoms is medium AND
Molecular Volume is medium AND
Index of Hydrogen Deficiency is medium AND
Molecular Weight is medium AND
Total Charge is low-medium AND
Bond Stretching Energy is medium AND
Angle Bending Energy is low-medium AND
Torsional Energy is medium-high AND
Electrostatic Energy is medium-high
THEN:
IC50 is low
The [0, 1] descriptor range was divided into five equal
partitions, labeled as follows:
1) low: [0.0, 0.2]
2) low-medium: ]0.2, 0.4]
3) medium: ]0.4, 0.6]
4) medium-high: ]0.6, 0.8]
5) high: ]0.8, 1.0]
The IC50 membership values were also partitioned:
1) low: ]0, 20]
2) low-medium: ]20, 50]
3) medium: ]50, 100]
4) medium-high: ]100, 500]
5) high: > 500
These rules can be used to analyze the contribution of each
descriptor in predicting IC50 values. Based on our analysis
of the rules we found that molecules are expected to have
a high IC50 value if: the number of atoms is medium-high,
the molecular volume is medium-high, the Index of Hydrogen
Deficiency is medium-high or high, the molecular weight
is medium-high, the total charge is medium-high, the angle
bending energy is low, the torsional energy is low-medium, and
the electrostatic energy is low or low-medium. On the contrary,
molecules are expected to have a low IC50 value if: the
molecular weight is low-medium, the angle bending energy is
medium, the torsional energy is low, medium or medium-high,
and the electrostatic energy is medium-high. Bond stretching
energy displayed medium or medium-high values for both
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the high and low IC50 predictions, which suggests that it
is the least contributing descriptor. From our observation we
conclude that these trends play a role in determining IC50
values.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
The experimental results generally show that the sMAPEFNN performs better than the MLR model. This judgment
is based on the accuracy measures we have selected and on
the specificity of the IC50 prediction problem. Essentially, the
sMAPE-FNN is a version of the known MMFIN model. We
have optimized its architecture (the number of hidden nodes)
by minimizing the sMAPE measure and using the ”leaveone-out” cross-validation. This optimizes the generalization
capability of the network.
Based on our sMAPE-FNN IC50 predictions for the novel
compounds, we have initiated synthesis on the most promising
molecules. We intend to apply the sMAPE model for predicting other potential enzyme inhibitors.
Results from rule extraction indicate potential for using
FNN for the generation of fuzzy IF/THEN rules. Further
investigation of this approach is needed in order to optimize
the use of the generated information.
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Cross-validation results using MLR prediction.
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Cross-validation results using sMAPE-FNN prediction.
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TABLE III
N OVEL INHIBITORY STRUCTURES WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING PREDICTED IC50

no.

R1

R2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

OCH3
Cbz
Cbz
Cbz
Cbz
OCH3
OCH3
OCH3
P h − OH
F uran
F uran
T hiophene
T hiophene
4 − methylthiazole
4 − methylthiazole

Cbz
OCH3
COH
N H2
OSO2 P h(4 − CN )
COH
N H2
OSO2 P h(4 − CN )
COH
N H2
OSO2 P h(4 − CN )
N H2
OSO2 P h(4 − CN )
N H2
OSO2 P h(4 − CN )

Predicted IC50 (nM)
sMAPE-FNN
MLR
1.21
0.97
2.08
-0.09
1.83
0.07
1.25
0.73
2.05
2.18
1.26
-0.46
46.67
-027
2.05
1.36
1.26
-0.24
55.89
-0.35
2.05
0.73
1.34
-0.19
2.05
1.2
1.30
-0.35
2.05
0.49

no.

R

Predicted IC50 (nM)
sMAPE-FNN
MLR

16
17
18
19
20
21

OCH3
COH
Cbz
F uran
T hiophene
4 − methylthiazole

165.6
321.01
263.45
95.07
99.89
71.73

5327.77
821.69
656.25
2283.33
2283.33
2283.33

no.

R

Predicted IC50 (nM)
sMAPE-FNN
MLR

22
23
24
25
26

OCH3
COH
Cbz
F uran
T hiophene

126.85
162.87
2668.3
116.29
143.49
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VALUES

1500.00
1500.00
1999.99
1409.55
999.99

